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ABSTRACT:
Diabetic Kidney Disease (DKD) is highly prevalent in type 2 diabetes, with major impact on patients and
healthcare systems. The complex disorder, further modulated by cardiovascular comorbidities, presents as
an accumulation of risk factors, which we treat with drug combinations. While the overall benefit of this
approach is evident on a cohort level, individual patients show remarkable heterogeneity in drug response,
and lack of guidance on personalized medication results in suboptimal control of the disorder. For resolving
variability, we propose a new concept for personalization of drug combinations beyond the cohort-centric
perspective. We improve patient stratification based on equivalence relations of clinical presentation,
disease pathophysiology and drug combinations. The approach is derived from dynamical systems theory,
aimed at reducing probabilistic assignment of patient-specific disease evolution and matching drug
combinations. The availability of a large European repository holding DKD patients in routine care with
diverse drug combinations, complemented by high-throughput screening for improving patient
phenotyping, and molecular network modelling of pathology, embedded risk factor combinations and
consequence of drug effect allows a systems representation of patient groups. Integrating clinical
presentation and molecular architecture in a novel computational framework will establish a decision
support software prototype. We will validate this tool for predicting optimized personalized drug
combinations in a study using given clinical trial repositories. Demonstration will expand to other available
drugs, which in combination with approved drugs promise benefit for groups of DKD patients. With a clear
route toward uptake in the clinical setting, and generalization capacity of our approach to other complex
disorders we foster next steps in personalization, anticipate major patient benefit, and see novel
translation and business opportunities.
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